Bixler Conducts For
Comparetti Concert

The Bates College Concert Choir will perform for Colby, Sunday evenin g, April 19th , in the Women 's Union.

©hoar Sings
Pres-Bixler Awards Hates
Folk Opera Mere
Degrees To Speakers,
Gets Student Tribute
The six guest speakers of Convocation were awarded" honorary degrees this morning after the final
address of the week, that of Norman
Cousins. President Bixler presented
the degrees with the following cita¦
tions : /' '¦ ' " "¦
Detlev W. Bronk (Doctor of
Science, Honoris Causa) . Graduate
of Swarthmore and the University
of Michigan , • teacher of bio-physics
at four of our leading universities
and visiting lecturer at many others
both in the United States and in
Canada ; attached to the Air. Surgeon's Office , Army Air Force , during World War II, and for three
years Chief of the Division of Aviation Medicine ; recipient of the government's award for Exceptional
Civilian Service ; now president of
the university which first in America became noted for research —
you have shown the social responsibility of' the * scientist and have
demonstrated that knowing and doing require rather- - than exclude
each other.
: Everett Needham Case (Doctor of
Laws, Honoris Causa). Graduate of
Prin ceton and of Cambridge Universities, recognised authority on the
m onet ary hi st ory of the Unit ed
States and one-time executive secretary , of tlio Central Banking and
Industrial Commission of the Federal Government, for throe years an
offici al of the Graduate School of
Business Administration at Harvard , head of th e Am eri can Council
on Education , - courageous spokesman for freedom of thought and inquiry -— your presidency of Col gate
University, whoso history has boon
closely bound to that of. Colby,
makes peculiarly fitting the honor
thi s college now awards you.
Norman Cousins (Doctor of Lott ors , Honoris Causa). For twenty
years a loader in American journalism ,, for six of those years literary
edit or and man agin g editor of Current History Magazine , and sin ce
ID'IO '/th o distinguished, editor of
Am erica ' s loadin g literar y periodical ,
Tho Saturd ay .Review, Consultant
on International Relations to tho
American Broadcasting Company,
and durin g Worl d WarII Chairman
of tho Editorial Board of tho Overseas Bur eau , Office of ty-tr Information — you , have pointed out by
(Continued on Pago Eight)
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P&W Cast And
Stagehands: Work
Preparing Hamlet
''Hamlet", Powder and Wig's
massive spring production , has been
in steady rehearsal since February
in order to make the final dramatic
presentation of the season the most
successful one in years. The production staff has been hindered by the
Lize of Women's Union stage but
has overcome this prohibiting factor
by planning a stage extension which
will reach many feet into the auditorium proper. The extensive costuming proved a problem until a
prominent New York business man
donated over one hundred dollars
Avorth.' of material which has been
promptly been turned into doublets
and capes.
On tho ambitiousness of tlio
"Hamlet" production , Director Gene
Jellison .said "When we undertook
to present a play as hard to produce
as "Hamlet' , wo recognized the
pitfalls that lay ahead , for a successful production of "Hamlet" is
not easy to como . by. Even in the
matter of poi'sonal interpretation
o f th o individual r oles , many in tho
audience will havo fixed conceptions
of each part and it will be impossible
to confirm to all. However , V&W
is placing stress on the overall
production al6ng with coordination
of tho individual roles , for many
"Hamlot" presentations tend to fal l
int o being disorganized speeches deliver e d by actors , and th oy thus
'detra ct from tho purpose of play ing
which is . . . t o hold tho morror
•
up tf) nature '.
"In this respect , w o are combinin g
tho acting, sotting, lighting, costum es and all tho ,othor integrated
components of tho group in order
to present a complete illusion. 1"
¦Too Porham , of "Darkness at
Noon " fame , will bo . soon as tlio
Prin ce of Denmark , Hamlet , while
opposite, him , in tho r ole of Ophelia ,
will bo Diane Stevens , rem emb ered
f or hor "Summer and Smoke" performance.
, '
Bob Dow , who appeared both in
"Anti gono" and "Darkn ess" will
(Continu ed on Pago Two)

The Colby Community Symphony
Orchestra under the direction of Dr.
Ermanno F. Comparetti is presenting a concert on Sunday evening,
April 26,' at eight o'clock. The fi rst
half of the program is a group of
shorter compositions beginning with
the Der Freischutz Overture by Weber. It continues with the Russian
composerYTchakovsky's Waltz of
the Flowers , which contains gay melodies along with frequent rhythmic
variations. The overture from Bizet's
The Pearl Fishers is next, followed
by Arioso from Bach's Cantata .No.
156 for string orchestra . This is an
exceptional Bach cantata because it
is written in the style of expressive
singing. Delmiro Faddei will be yviola
soloist with the Colby group in their
April concert when they present"this
instrumental composition. The program continues with Minuets for the
String Orchestra by Brahms and
the first half concludes with another
well-known Tchaikovsky composition
Marche Slav.
.
The main feature of this evening
of music will be Dr . Comparetti's
own Concerto in C minor for Piano
and Orchestra or ."Mayflower Hill
Concerto ,-" The first part of the
concerto, Allegro moderate , introduces three main themes and a mood
of power, emphasis and hope. In the
lyric Andante Expressive , these
themes are played alternately by
piano, and orchestra. The Rondo
presto' is a movement'" of constant
mobility with some rhythmic variation in the piano cadenza. • In the
finale which follows the cadenza the
strings and brass bring in the basic
theme of the first movement, while
the woodwinds are elaborating the
second theme of the movement, The
final crescendo is reached when the
full orchestra arrives at the key of
E flat major and states in unison the
five tones of the initial basic theme .
This Concerto was first presented in
June, 1947 here at Colby and was
presented in Portland in June, 1947.
Dr. Comparetti will be soloist in
the presentation of this Concerto in
which President Bixler will be conductor. The concert will bo presented
in Women 's Union and is free to
all Colby students .

Sunday, April • 19, Colby will be
host to the Concert Choir from Bates
College. This choir will present their
musical program here at 8 o'clock
in the " Woman's Union , admission
free.
The program is divided into two
parts. The first part consists of
ten well-known selections/A few of
these are "Come to the Fair" by
Martin , "Italian Street Song" by
fHerbert>y,.,."A Dreapa,. f l s,,'.. a^ Wi sh
Your Heart Makes" by David Hoffman-Livingston, and many other
' '
pieces.
The second part is a folk opera entitled "Down in the Valley". The
music is by Kurt Weill. "Down in
the Valley" is a love story and parts
of songs . Besides "Down in the
Valley" the following songs have
been used : "The Lonesome Dove ,"
"The Little Black Train ," "Hop Up,
My Ladies ," and "Sourwood Mountain. "
The Bates Concert Choir consists
of approximatel y 38 members * it is
conducted by Dr . R ob ert Smith an d
makes several appearances throughout Maine. ,
Colby feels that tho outstanding
program offered by Bates is a splendid way of closing , Convocation
week.
Tho Annual Pop 's Concert , another activity sponsored by tho
Colb y Glee Club , will be h eld eith er
April 23 or May 1. This is a light
musical progra m which -will consist
of selections from "Porgy and
Bess " and will feature songs by tho
Colbyottos and the Colby Eight , It
Professor Paul Ward of tho hiswill be presented at ¦ tho Women 's
tory department will leave Colby
Uni on at 8 o 'clock in the evening,
'
an,d refreshments will bo served. A tin s June for a now appointment as
professor of history and hoaid of tlie
dance follows.
'
hi story department at Carnegie In-

Carnegie Institute
Appoints Ward as
Hist. Dept Head

Ted Johnson Gets
Fulbright Award
Theodore E. .Johnson , a Colby student in the class of '58, from Watertown , Massachusetts, hass b oon
awarded a Fulbrigh t Scholarship. In
1053-S4 Johnson will altidy Moclioval
Latin at ^ tho University of Strasbourg, Franco.
•> .
This Fulbright Award is ono of
approximately 2d0 grants, f or study
in Fran co, Tlioso grants 'are included within a total of about nino hundred grants for graduate study abroad
in ' tho academic year 19S3-M under
tho United States Educational Exchan ge Program. All students aro

selected by tho Board of Foreign
Sch olarshi p s, tho members of which
aro appointed by tho President. Students ar o recommend ed b y the campus Fulbright committees and by
tho Institute of International Education .
•
Tlio United States Educational
Exohango - Program is designed to
promote a hotter understanding- of
tho United States in othor countries,
and to increase mutual understanding botwoon tho people of tho United
States and the people of other countries, Tho Program also provides
opp ortuniti es for for oign nationals
to study in American colleges and
univ ersitie s, and for an oxchan go of
tea chers , lecturers , and (specialists
botwoon tho United States and more
than seventy foroign countries ,

Eight Fraternities
Pledge 87 Men
ALPHA TAU OMEGA

Edw ard Hat ch , Richard Hella-

well, John Marshall , Al Nagy and
Donald Rice.

DELTA KAPPA EPSILON
Hugh Anderson , Fred Bagnall/
Forest Barnes, Dean Berry, Robert
Brown , Robert Carver, Walter Foster , John Jubinsky, Warren Kinsman , Frederick Moorhousej Lawrence Pugh , Ronald Sanborg, David
Sorter , Henry Wey and John Zieg'
ler. * '
DELTA UPSILON
Dewitt Boice , Dino Bronson ,
James C'obbin , George Ellingwood ,
Robert Erb , Karl Honsberger, Colin
Nelms and Lewis Parsons.
KAPPA DELTA RO
Joseph Arnold , William Bartlett ,
Mitchell Call, Richard Davis, Paul
Downing, Abbot Greene , - William
Little, Douglass Murray, John ISTasse and David Tamaccio.
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Peter Bogren , John Chatfield , Justin Cross, Jack Delaney,. Donald
Dunbar , William Haggett , James
Jamieson , Andrew Johnson , Peter
Krieger , Robert Leavitt , Charles
Rice, Carl Siegle, David Van Allen
and Donald Volmer .
PHI DELTA THETA
Barker Boole, Robert Bruns, Edward Farley, Vincent Farrara , Howard Furlong, James Higgens , Aubrey Jones, Peter Mailey, Charles
Morrissey, Thomas Newman, Robert
Peters, John Salinger , Joseph Wagonback and Cliff Warner.
TAU DELTA PHI
Richard Abedon , Frank Huntress,
Donald Kupersmith , Roger Landay,
Peter Lunder , Robert Rayinond,
Robert Rhodes , George Rudolph,
David Slat er , Ronal d . Weber and
Danny Yarchin,
Z ETA PSI
Robert Adams , Thaddeus Cowan ,
Ja^nos Donaldson , Darroll Downing,
David Dunn , Francis Kirkpatrick ,
William McLoon , Richard Nader,
Thomas Quarrie and Robert Russo.
stitute of Technology in Pennsylvania. This is an important step for
Assistant Professor Ward. Ho has
boo n a m emb er of the Colb y faculty
for two years , teaching Freshman
history, Modern European History
and Medieval and Renaissance Civiliz ation,
¦ Mr,
Ward' s pr of essional inter est
is m edieval history. He taught this
period in China ,, then studied for 1 a
year at Harvard before coming to
Colby. Dr . Ward graduated from
Amherst Collogo in 1933 and holds a
PhD . dogroo from Harvard. Ho says
that ho has enjoyed teaching hero
at Colby and leaves the Mayflower
Hill Campus with groat rogrot .
j
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REPORTE R'S BOX
Carol Kigor
Molly Gutter
Carol Dyer
J u l io B rush
Susan Miller
Barbara Brookway
Nanoy Carroll
Harrio t Soars
Warro n Tumor

!
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Honor Societies Plan
Second Johnson Day
Auction Launches

Colby's Arbor Day—better known
as Johnson Day — will actively
celebrate its eighth year as a Colby
tradition . Johnson Day, which was
officially named last year in honor
of President-Emeritus Franklin W.
Johnson, will be held this coming
May 12th. On that day no classes
will be held in order that the students may participate in the brush
clearing and landscaping program
and the social festivities of the afternoon and evening.
The first Johnson Day was back
in April 1946. The college had two
hundred elm trees to plant before
the summer was out. It was Dr.
Johnson who first had the idea that
the students might be able to help
in the improvement of their school
— and , more specifically, get the
trees planted. The enthusiasm in the
student body far surpassed even the
dreams of optimistic Dr. Johnson.
By noon on that first Day. one hundred and - eighty ditches had been
dug and the trees were saved.
This year Johnson Day will" continue the tradition of student voluntary action toward the improvement of the Mayflower Hill campus.
The Cap and Gown Society and
Blue Key are sponsoring the day's
events, beginning with breakfast
served out in the quadrangle. The
students will participate in work
projects from 9 :00 a.m . to noon
when lunch will be served behind
Roberts. At this time the dedication
tree-planting will be held with Dr.
Johnson as honor speaker. The rec-s
reation for the afternoon has been
specially planned as a surprise with
the intent to include everyone. That
night the Hangout will sponsor its
spring Tennis Court Dance.

The Campus Chest drive for this
year has a goal ''of $1500 and is
scheduled for April 30 through May
7th. The contributions will be distributed-as follows : 65% for scholarships on campus, the rest of the
student gifts will be divided between the negro scholarship fund
and the world student service fund
scholarships , and faculty donations
will be put in Chaplain Osborne's
box.
Larry Walker, with co-chairman
Hugh MacDonald, has outlined the
program. Thursday night the Auction and faculty skit will be held
with f urther entertainm ent by the
Colbyettes and the Colby Eight. A
dance in Dunn Lounge with refreshments will follow. Friday, Saturday
and Sunday will be the days for
everyone to dig into their- hoarded
treasurers for contributions to the
Chest. Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday are the days slated for the
efforts of the sororities and fraternities.
Bob Fisher is chairman of publicity, Art Eddy has charge of the
auction and dance (as a special note
— Freshmen girls have eleven
o'clock permission that night) - and
Mary Mastin will be collecting the
money.
"Let's do our best to fill the
Chest" is this year's motto. '

P&W PREPARING
(Continued from Page One)
take the part of King Claudius and
Carol Bruning will make her Colby
dramatic debut as the queen .
Ridge Bullock and Bob Grindle ,
both veterans of many a Powder
and Wig production , will be seen as
Polonius and H orati o, respectively.
Fred Ashman will play Laertes.
There will be oyer twenty-five
people in the cast of "Hamlet" , and
a like number are already working
on backstage equipment . It is expected that tho expense of the production will surpass all previous
presentations , an d Powd er and Wig
is expecting a large Waterville and
college audience to supplement the
over 400 high school students expected at a special performance.

-At a recent meeting of Powder
and Wig, Colby's dratnatic society,
the following were elected to office
for next year :
•
President : Ben Duce.
Vice President : Herb Adams.
Recording Secretary : Anthea Eatough.
Corresponding Secretary : Geneva
Smith.
The remaining offices , those of
Business Manager and Publicity
Director , have not been appointed
as the ECHO goes to press.
At the same meeting, Ridge Bullock , Barnet Fain , John Hager , and
Joe Perham wore nominated for the
Povyder and Wi g Dramatic Achieevment-Award to be presented in May.
The name of the winner of the
award will he announced May 11th.
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"Waterville's Sterling
Headquarters?' i
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Agent for
I Towle - Gorham - Wallace
International - Lunt
;
I Reed & Barton - Heirloom
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P&W Elects Duce
As New President
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Sin-G Column

By Jane Stanford
. All students are urged to come
and air their views on the Convocation April 20 at 4 p.m. in the
Hangout room. Many noted speakers
have devoted their time to the question of liberal education . Now the
success of the Convocation and its
program depends on student interest , evaluation and support .
Improvements can be made but
careful consideration must be given
to proposed changes. Change for the
sake of change is fruitless. Students
are exposed to the education system
first hand even though they know
little about theories of education .
The "bird's eye view" is of little
use if 'those ' who are products of the
system don't voice their opinions,
help evaluate the present system and
actively support groups working for
better education.
Even if your part in the Convocation and its result is small , your
participation is important . Dissatisfaction due to mis-information can
be avoided if each ( student does his
part .
Cdmo to the open meeting on Monday to keep informed , to voice your
opinion and to work toward an even
better educational system.
•. The cash register usually seen outside tho R. U. cafeteria disappeared
Sunday, April 12, and with it between 30 and 40 dollars. This has
happened befo re but in the past it

BERNAT
Meadowspun
50% Wool and 50% Nylon
Suitable for Socks, Sweaters
Inexpen sive — Shrink and
Strotoh Controlled
Sold in any Color
*
at .

j
<
J
j
:

5 Silve r St., Opp. Stato Thoatro

Bocomo an Assistant to an Executive

Rlfo? ^™|

<^OrrW\ \

*

y
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STATllONERS

Television, advertising, retailing, govern- /j fcl
iWff ^fl \~,
I 4J B&M
ment, law? Whatever your job plans, you
I/ .
'F "J
*
havo n natural advantage with employ\\uJr ] \ \
^
"""*
, /
ers if you know business procedures . A
college background plus Berkeley School secretarial training will opon
mnny career doors for you.
Berkeley School has an outstanding record of placing graduates "
in tlio specific fields they prefer. Tho thoroughness of Berkeley
School training is widely reco gnized among personnel directors
nnd executives. Personalized instruct ion by a distinguished faculty.
Write Director for Catalog.

BERKELEY SCHOOL
Now York 17:420 Lexington Avo. • Whlto Plains,M. Y.t 00 Orand St.
East Ornwjo, N. J.t 22 Protpoct St.

Le Circle Francais will be host to
Elizabeth Nizan, former member of
the Comedie Francaise, from April
20 to April 23. Since the last war
she has been working for 1'Alliance
Francaise giving lectures on cultural relations, and recently she has
been speaking in the United States
on interpretations of great French
writers.
Miss Nizan plans to visit several
groups here at Colby. On April 20
at 7 :30 P. M. she will speak to
Powder and Wig. April 21 she will
address the Twentieth Century
French class at 9 A. M. and the
Seventeenth Century French class
at 11 A. M. April 22 she will speak
to the Nineteenth Centur y Fr ench
class at 8 :00 A. . M. She will discuss mat erial r elat ed to the periods
of class study. At 8 :00 the evening
of the 22nd she will give a formal
lecture before the French Club illustrating the roles she has played
in the Comedie Francaise. Colby
students are invited to attend any
of these lectures. The French Club
has invited .tea chers and stud ent s
f r om the high schools and colleges
of this area to attend her final appearance. Miss Nizan will also sit
at the French table in Foss Hall on
April 20 and ini Louise Coburn
April 22.

M. Camilla Chantemps, four times
Premier of France, will be the Gabrielson lecturer on April 23. M.
Chantemps entered politics in 1912
and served seccessfully as Mayor
of Tours , as a representative and as
a Senator. He has served in many
French cabinets from 1924 to 1940,
holding such positions as Minister
of the Interior, of Justice , of Public
Works, and of National Education .
M. Chantemps has also been ' Minister of State and vice-president of
France. He was born in Paris,
studied in several colleges an duniversities in France and received the
successive' degrees of Bachelor, Licentiate, and Doctor of Law at the
University of Paris.
He has addressed some of America's leading audiences and is considered conservative in his views on
national and 'Apolitical problems. M.
Chant emps and his wif e came to
the United States after the French
armistice in 1940.
has always reappeared in some nearby improbable place. This time it
has not been found , making the incident no longer .a prank , but a
theft. Anyone having any information concerning this cash register ,
please report it.
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Harold B. Berdeen
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Job , Novelty and Social Printing j
!
Wo Give You Service
I
Telephone 152
J
92 Pleasant St. Wat erville , Me.j

!

170 Main Street /
y
WATERVIL LE
MAINE j
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Post Office Square
ESSO
Service Center

"AL , THE PIZZA KIN G" PRESENTS TO THE STUDENTS OF COLBY
COLLEGE A NEW ITA LIAN- AMERICAN RESTAU RANT
Specializin g in
RAVI O LI
SPA G HETT I

Pisaaburg
Sandwiches

v&$tf

l

Former Premier French Actress
Of France dives Visits Colby
Lectu re At Oolby

W. W. BERRY & CO.

The Yarn Shop

Career - Bound?

§

Uncle Will ie and his girls! The job of an alum ni secretary is not' so bad, proves the photographer at the
Hartford Colby Alumni Banqu et;, one event on the recent alumni tour. Other stops , equally entertainin g we
presume , were made at Portland , Boston , Providence, Springfield , Worces ter , Albany, Philadelphia , and New
York with special appearances at Stpneham High School , a Providence TV stat ion ,, and 'the DU house at
Tufts . (For the benef it of the unp erceiving, the MHJett fan club in this instance is headed by the Colbyettes.)

Cheeseburgers

PIZZ AS

Cheese
Salami
Pepper

.

Mushroom
Bacon !*
* s Onion

Antipasto
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A CLEAN RESTAURANT OFFERING TELE VISION , FINE SERVI CE
AND JUS T PLAIN GOO D F OO D
VEAL AN D GREEN p EPPERS IN TOMATO SAUCE
WIT H FRENCH FRIED POTATOES
.
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187 College Avenue
*^m ~m.—»
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Sorority News
Sigma

Everybody's back including our
Bride, Betty Robertson Double. Con1 gratulations, and best wishes Betty ;
understand the wedding -was beauti- 1
ful and everything went off smooth-..
• iy.
;Gig Roy and Kathy Flynn have
been on tuor with the Colbyettes
singing at the alumni meetings of
the main . East coast cities. Jackie
and Ann went to Bermuda and came
back looking quite sun-tanned and
yet -with the report, "no sun !" Jo
Bailey and Jan -Dewey took off for
Washington and gave the Capitol ,
a whirl.
New officers were installed at a
formal meeting .before vacation and
already vice president Joanie Dawes
has conducted two meetings -while
been on. tour with, the Colbyettes
'Gig was away.
Helen Andres enclosed a clipping
in her last letter that tells us that
she has been chosen one of the seven
beauty contest queens of the Uni" . versity of Hawaii at Honolulu where
she is now a student. The seven
queens were selected in thier respective racial groups. She is glad
to be home again and seems to be
having a wonderful time .
. Hats off to Joan Rooney for doing

suck a fine jo b as chairman of the
bridge party. It was a kugh success
even if several Sigmas did win door
prizes. The proceeds went to the
Greek Scholarship Fund.
Spring is here and it's time for
picnics —- there's one on the agenda
with the Tau Delts sometime in the
¦
near future.
.- ¦. .
Pat Morrill proves that '.'you too
can still get the measles" — get
well soon, Pat.

Tri-Delt

Spring is here ! And to celebrate
it and start off with a bang, I,
Carol Dyer , am here with, the new
and springy version of Tri-Delt news.
And guess • what — I have something to write about — the Faculty
Tea; This year the Tri Delts and the
DKE's cooperated in putting on "a
very nice tea". All went very ."well.
Thanks to Judy Jenkins, the general
chairman and those who arose at the
proverbial crack of dawn to make
the little goodies. The Tri-Delt float
and a group of the DKE's rendered
a few songs by way, of entertainment
an d despite all expectations, the
DKE's helped with the dishes.
A warm welcome is extended to
Mrs. Hague, a Tri Delt alumna and
also the new Tau Delt housemother.
Best wishes to Carol Perron and
•Ann Ryan on their respective engagements and to Estelle Jacobson
on her pinning.

Fraternit y News
K. D« R«

y
_
** inof
to
the
lack
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This week,
itiative on the part of the brothers
of Kappa Delta Rho Frat House,
we, the pledges, do wholeheartedly
pledge ourselves to give you a report,
on our opinions of the brothers of
the brothers of said fraternity,' all
inclusive.
Consul Joe Bryant — caretaker of
y . •
the 'lost lounge? .
Pledge Master Bob Cook — Miles
and Miles (of walking, that is). "Neophyte" Lee. Fernandez /—
Publicity manager and janitor . .
"Neophyte" Foster Barry —•
TVJavat To+.c a. lifid

tmt. thfi 1iar+. nf him.

. "Neophyte" Tom Finn —. Man
most likely to be missing.
"Neophyte" Vic Scalise — Betty,
Number 36.
"Neophyte" Larry Lapointe —
two V letters, Basketball and
Yimen .
"Neophyte" Bruce McComb —
the flyswatter.
\ .>
"Neophyte" Ted Harriman —
rumor has it that he's engaged.
"Neophyte" Web Anderson — the
elephant.
"Neophyte" Quinn Bersanni —
How 's the spaghetti coming ?
"Neophyte" Marty Bruehl — The
man with the Master Key.

"Neophyte" Ronf Swanson — The
Answerman .
"Neophyte" Doug Chaloult —
He knows the Greek Alphabet (backwards and forwards.)
"Neophyte" Ken Gesner — How's
the 88?
"Neophyte" Bob Grindle — "and
the blonde Bombshell".
"Neophyte" Ray Maxwell — Da
Voice.
"Neophyte Bill McDonough —
Onie's best friend.
"Neophyte" Paul Wescott — "To
be or not to be."
"Neophyte" Emile Caouette —
Emilie — Lois — and a bottle of

Zete

Convocation Week is also Hell
Week as far as the Class of '56
pledges are concerned. Bill McLoon,
Jim Donaldson, Dick Nader, Tom
Quarrie, Bob Russo, Mort Downing,
"Kirk" Kirkpatrick, Dave Dunn,
Bob Ada;ins, and .Thad Cowan are
being subjected to the sadastic whim
of pledgemaster Don Martin and the
torture of Mad Man Powley. A
few trips are in order this weekend — some of the "trophies" that
will be brought back should make
interesting additions to the house.
The volley ball team has been
playing some real thrillers. At this
Im^ci*
writing, the club is sporting a 3-1
"Neophyte" Bob Cross — Eddy record. That one loss can be blamed
Yost of Kappa Delta Rho .
on more than lack of ability, how"Neophyte" Art Cummings — ever.
Maxwell's nemesis.
Softball has yet to get under way
"Neophyte" Ed Gammon — Has j —: the spring training trip to Florida
his walking shoes on.
didn't prove too valuable as far as
'
, "Neophyte" John Krusell — Cot- getting into shape is concerned. We
ton doesn't grow in; Maine.
had a good time though.
"Neophyte" Al Obery — Prune Last Minute Items
Juice.
Harry finally went home. Our
. "Neophyte" Ab Rice — Question guest from Tufts left Sunday, four
of the week — Does it run
days late, twenty-two dollars in debt
"Neophyte " Phil Kilmister ~ and feeling very sorry that he didn't
Slammy Sammy.
choose Colby.
"Neophyte" Lodetto ~ Last and
"Harv " Fairfield must have stood
Least.
out like a black sheep at ROTO the
We request that our epitaph read other day. Due to military red tape
"Beneath this stone a body lies, and a confused scholastic position,
A paddle lodged between his eyes. "Harv" had to attend drill wearing
Whether ye be near or far;
his Coast Guard uniform. What we
Beware if you're a K. D. R,." want to know is did Colonel Christie
really say, "That is on our side?"
After watching the performance
of several Alpha Taus on "Who Discovered America?" type TV quiz
shows, we sometimes wonder if a
college education is worth the dough.

Thought for the Week

We grow too soon old
And too late smart.

L. C. A
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Aslc yourself this question : Why do I smoke?
And
get yourself, you smoke for enjoyment.
%uyou
know,
enjoyment only from.' the taste of a

Luckies taste better —cleaner, fresher, smoother !
\Jf
c VflJ^JiL^^
\ ^ms^^^^^^^^^^ \ rf Why? Luckies are made better to taste better. And,
y"
what's more, Luckies are made of fine tobacco.
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L.S./M.F.T.-Lucky Strike Means Fine Tobacco.
Y y*^lS> ^^—
So, for the thing you want most in a cigarette...
, •
for better taste— f or the cleaner, fresher, smoother
of -Lucky Strike...
taste
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In spite of the abuse received by
my person as a result of previous
attempts at journalism , I intend to
continue to serve Colby College by
exposing those - members of this organization who do anything, anything at all.
"
Although this fraternity lacks intramural athletes, we have surprised
sports critics again and again because of -the mental superiority of
our coaches elect. This was first
evidenced by Coach Parker,, you remember the antics of Coach Parker.
Now Coach Beveridge keeps tradition alive by piloting his volleyball
team to a double victory . John
Macklin was elected captain unanimously by all brotheres present at
the game.
The brothers defeated the pledges
in both games of a double-header
Sunday. However the brothers were
lucky. Every time they got up to
bat, a strong wind started to blow
out to left field. Ask Karl Siegal
and he'lV explain it to you, Tony
Yanuohi abandoned a more pleasant
pastime to give his services to the
brothers' team.
Bill Shiobe claims that the current
movie at the Haines is about him.
Jack Easa is expecting,
Dave O'Neil is learning to enter
intramural competition after nosing
out Pete Krieger by one and two
thirds mouthfuls at the James last
Saturday.
Tom Ford returns from Detroit
after vacation without his pin. Tom
avoided all attempts to question him.
For those who wonder about that
strange little black oar that remains
in front of our dorm , defying all
attempts of the campus cops to remove it, I must explain that Ralph
Bailey has returned. Chuck Curtis
also payed us a visit this weekend.
To your relief , Mr . Applebaum
will bo back to write tho 'column
for me next week. .

T. . D. P

Do you got sholl hook fro m Chesterfields ? do you^ get ehrapnelwonnds from Oamols, or powder
burns from matches, or irritation s
from itching powder P If you do you
havo probably met 11 of tlio wildest ,
unscrupulous, and sadistic mon on
(Continued on Pago Six) '
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Stu-G will hold an open meeting in the Hangout room this Monday
at 4 o'clock to attempt an evaluation of Convocation. The Panel
Discussion leaders of Convocation will preside at this meeting, and alF
Colby students will have an opportunity to give their evaluations of
Convocation — its success and significance to Colby.
After this meeting, the discussion leaders, havitig drawn their conclusions from the opinions expressed at the meeting, from their notes
taken at the Convocation addresses and panel discussions, and from
tape recordings of the addresses, will meet with the faculty to discuss
points where they believe Colby has failed in liberal arts education and
points where it shows success. From these conclusions, changes in the
educational system here will be suggested and discussed.
It is hoped that Convocation will have great meaning to Colby.
It can have meaning here only if the "Colby family", students especially included, give it meaning. Outside of having attended Convocation activities and thus having gained in personal knowledge,
students can give Convocation its fullest significance only if they use
the knowledge they have gained and the opinions they have reached
to help Colby in its progress toward the ideal in liberal arts education.
It is the responsibility of each student to do his part in making
Convocation a success in the final analysis. The students owe this
participation in evaluating Convocation at the Stu-G meeting both
to Colby and to themselves. They came to college to obtain an education ; this is one of their greatest opportunities to help make this
education the best possible.
H. C.

Five Colby Boys
Invade Uig City'

bedazzled by its brightness , he correctly answered three questions, the
third one resulting in a jac kpot of
eggs , coffee, orange juice , butter,
and cereal for a family of three for
six months. He also gained six pearl
handled steak knives and an RCA
Victor portabl e radio.
Not satisfied with these winnings,
Payson Sawyer inserted himself in
the cast of "Sense and Nonsense",
(CBS, Tuesdays, 11:45). At the end
of the show the magic door is opened
arid a very lovely blond young lady
appears with the jackpot in her
arms. On this particular show the
beauteous Miss Ferrar appeared
with — not the jackpot — the aforesaid Payson Sawyer. The. jackpot
winner was properly appreciative.
Tho list goes on and the list of
prizes lengthens . "Live Like a Millionaire" — Payson again , with a
beautiful girl , received one highly
palatable kiss for which Ace would
havo been willing to trade all his
eggs , and Super Ganem lived up to
his reput a ti on as a tr encherman by
outoating all comers on the Morey
Amsterdam Breakfast Ohib. Such
feats of gustatorial dexterity left
the audi ence and Moroy .in awostrickon silence .
At th e ond o f th eir flin g, the glibtongued young gentlomon , workin g
out o f a p lush midt own h ot el , l oaded
th oir sl eek blue limosino and faded
int o tho ni ght, leavin g a somewhat
ha ggovd pr oduction staff t o gaze
at th oir em p ty co/fors and mumbl e
with Daniel Webster , "It' s a small
coll ege but wo love it."

New Yorkers, renowned for their
savoir-faire , were stirred from thoir
blase repose by five boys from a
small Maine college last week. Appearing on seven quiz shows in two
days and causing consternation
among the blue-uniformed and braidladen platoons of ushers in Radio
City were Charley "Bo" Fisher, a
senior from Norwood , Mass. ; Bobby
Alpert , '54, from Brewer, Me.; Pace
Sawyer , '55, South Portland , Me. ;
Robert "Aco " Parker , '54, Marblehead , Mass. ; and rotund Billy
Ganem , '54, from Swampscot, Mass.
With a brashness which lias become part of tlie college tradition ,
tho boys talked their way past the
waiting linos and moved back stage.
There , with straight-faced sincerity,
they poured out their talo of woo.
The boys , so went the story, were
on a fraternity quest and wore sent
all the way to Now York with explicit instructions to appear on a
quia show. Tho generous rulers of
th e sh ow d omain were in sym path y
with th e' plight of those fresh-faced
r epr esen t atives o f our countr y's fut 7
uro and took thorn into thoir hearts.
Tlio fact that tho story is a baldf aced lie proved no detriment to the
alacrity with wliioh our heroes gobbled up thoir prifios,
A nd prizes thoy did garnor . Bo
Fisher won a Crosloy radio and a
po war bond on tho Paul WindiellJorr y Mahonoy show, "What' s My
Nam e^" (CBS, Monday, 8 p.m.) Bob
Alport won |<I 0 cask on tho popular
Bert Parks show , "Double or Nothing ", whore ho not only answered
Th o class of ,1956 has elected its
the questions cqrroctlybut acted tho officoVs for next year, Tho now. presipart of quiz master with Bert Park s dent is Charlie Mofrissoy. Carl
ns the contestant,
Siogol -will servo as vice-president
Th e .lied Benson Show (NBC, and Julio Brush will fill tlio place
11. :30, Monday throu gh Friday ), was of soorotn.ry. As treasurer tlio frosh r
not immune to the schemes of tlioso mon have olootod John Ziogler.
five .With a finosso rooted in steadily
Ono of the first duties of tho now
g rowin g experience , Ac o Parlco r wa s slate of officers will bo to plan freshpush ed into tho limeli ght Avhoro , un- man hazin g for next year,

FR ESHMEN ELECT
MOR RISSEY PRES.

week , we have not been indulging in
a purely personal , private matt er.
The activities have attracte d nationwide attention , not only for the
worth of the speakers , but for the
worth of the aims of the convocation itself. Typical of public react ion
is the followin g editorial , reprinted
from the Portland Evenin g Express
of Apri l 8.
It is true , as Colby College's
President J. Seelye Bixler remarks,
that we live in a time of transition — not only for colleges and
universities, but for .' all mankind.
The times, Dr. Bixler believes , "demand men and women of broad understanding, deep human, sympathy
and detailed technical knowledge;"
And he feel s that "the liberal arts
college is the agency best equipped
to develop men and women of this
' ..,
type.
There are those who challenge this
belief. People say rather glibly, and
not alway s after deep thought, th at
"this is the age of specialization and
the specialist. " It is such an age,
in a sense. But may. we be spared
from ever having to inhabit a world
populated exclusively by specialists ,
experts who "know one thing well"
— but little else ! Our best neighbors
and tlie world's best citizens are the
men and women who know many
things, by virtue of having explored
a little along many paths ; who may
not be expert , in the precise sense,
in any one branch of knowledge or
accomplishment , but who know at
least "where to look it up", and
bow.
These well-rounded^ folk- come -out
of the liberal arts institutions where
they spend four years , more or less,
getting smatterings of language and
literature, some small helpings of
science — a little . of everything, in
a manner of speaking, and just
enough of many subjects to whet
their curiosity and to open to them
the doors through which they, too,
if they wish , may later "specialize".
Before they become specialists in any
field , however, these liberal arts
people cannot help but acqquire a
broad education (a "good foundati on ", as some like to term it) giving' them windows into many fascinating nooks and crannies of learning which are closed to the unfortunate experts who have "specialized"
in only ono major field . .
Maine is exceptionally fav ored in
its excellent colleges — Bates, Bowdoin , Colby, and the University of
Maine — in which students can indeed, specialise , or lay the foundations for postgraduate specialization ,
yet in each of which the emphasis ,
typical of all good liberal arts instituti on s, is given to turning out
"tho whole man "!
Colby is singled out for- particu lar ' att enti on i n edu cational cir cl es
j u st n ow b ecau se of its forthcomin g
academic convocation , an April 14-17
ev ent whi ch h a s b een planned as a
celebration of tho institution 's transfer to its n ow $7,000 ,060 campus on
Mayflower Hill overlooking Watorvillo.
This is a beautiful spot for a
college , and Colb y's fine n ow ph y si cal
plant is admirabl e indeed, Plant
and campus aro tho fruition of a
dr eam which first crystalliz ed 23
years ago when Colby trustees decid ed tho collo go must bo moved
fr om it s old , cramped quarters down
by the railroad track s in Watorvillo
"if and wh en feasible. " Gifts from
alumni and friends made it feasible ,
despite depression and ^vars.
Thoy woro not spooialists-in-rhoving-oollo go-sitos ,, tlioso donors . Thoy
woro , for tho most part , liberal arts
graduates who had ' loarnod , among
othor thin gs, that whore there 's ft
(Continued on Pago' Five)

AN EYE.
. f>N THE STA^ C
By RICHARD MILLER
During the spring holidays I attended two dramatic presentations —
one in New York City and the other in the city of Brotherly Love, and
it at once became interesting to compare the relative merits of the two
offerings, for the Broadway production was a lavish , top-budget musical,
while the other represented comparatively little finance , being produced
by the Circle-In-The-Square resident company .
(To clarify the significance of the Philadelphia group, I might comment
that it is an offspring of the New York Greenwich Village Circie-In-TfheSquare Theatre which was started by a group of stock players who wished
to present theatre-in-the-round , low-cost productions to a New York
audience. From this group emerged Geraldine Page, who received top
honors for h<j r interpretation of Alma "Winemiller in SUMMER & SMOKE,
and was soon transferred to Broadway to star with Mark Stevens in MUD
SUMMER. Hence, , the two Circle companies represent not the highly
paid and publicized Broadway circuit , but rather more the educational or
semi-pro league.)
To return to the two plays, the Philadelphia company presented Eugene
O'Neill's AH WILDERNESS, while the Broadway musical was PAL
JOEY . From a point of view of over-all popularity, the latter walks away
with the honors, having run over a year in New York as a revival of the
1941 production. It has excellent music, lyrics, and the general plot is
not bad — therefore the vehicle itself certainly was no.hinderence to the
producers, actors or director. On the other hand , although AH WILDERNESS hears the seal of Eugene O'Neill, it is not the usual O'Neill ,' and
while it is a warm play, I do not feel it is O'Neill at his best. In this respect , the Broadway production probably holds the edge as far as the
'
plays themselves are concerned . >
PAL JOEY is playing at the Broadlmrst Theatre, which has a seating
capacity in the ' thousands,, and the set designer and lighting technician
have spared no expense in making their departments live up to the extravagant Broadway precedent/ The settings are lavish to say the least —
surpassed only in recent years by OUT OF THIS WORLD — and the
lighting is excellent. ' In contrast to this, the Philadelphia Circle-In-TheSquare theatre is small , occupying the Academy of Music foyer, and the
stage itself is severly prohibiting. The evening I attended , I think there
were 56 people in the audience.
And yet I left AH WILDERNESS with the feeling that I had seen something that is comparatively rarely seen today — a group of actors and
actresses who were all working teogether for the good of- the show, not
for themselves, and , as a result , the performance' was magnificent . And
while sitting through PAL 'JOEY , and seeing Vivian Segal , Harold Lang,
and the rest of the cast acting as individuals interested only in their achievement and applause, my thoughts went back to the Philadelphia
group, performing with inadequate facilities and little pay, putting on a
better show than these experienced New Yorkers could with all their
money and extranvaganza. \
One thing in particular disturbed me in PAL JOEY, namely that through
some agreement in Miss Segal's contract , apparently no one is allowed to
take as many encores for an individual song as the star. Thus , when one
sorig was received with a thunderous ovation , the singer could only" take
one encore because previously Miss Segal had gotten two for "Bewitched ,
Bother and Bewildered." To me , this is a deplorable example of putting
the individual before the production as a whole.
In effect, the performance of PAL JOEY that I saw consisted of a group
of individuals putting on an act . There was little attempt made to coordinate the show, and to my mind, it could have been staged better in the
Palace Theatre as a return of vaudeville.
Somehow, it seems to me that if a group of theatrical minded people
can' turn out a better show at a lower cost than the Broadway powers that
be, tho theatre world as a whole needs to take stock of itself.' I t is likely
that they will find that the best drama is done in off-Broadway theatres ,
arid it might give rise to an attempt to revitalize the Great White Way.
And that would be a good thing.

Li g htner , Ap ostle for Colb y
During the snowstorm which Colby
apparently ordered to enhance its
Conv ocation , we went off in search
of E. Allan Lightner , Assistant to
the President , and f ou n d him hard
at work-in his office on the third floor
warn ed of ou r comin g by a ph one
of Miller Library. Having been
call the night before , he greeted us
enthusiastically and presented us
with a couple of short paragraphs"
which he had written before his arrival in order to save us the time.
Glancing over tho paper , wo f ound
it written in an extremely modest
vein which seems to ho his predominant trait.
A graying man with glasses, a
blue tie and a winnin g smile , Mr,
Lightner graduated from Oborlin in
1903 and at once took the business
worl d by storm; Asitlo from a brief
stretch in the Navy during the first
World War, he remained in Now
York until called to Colby Collogo
in 1036 t o help tnk o th e financial
strai n of the move to Mayfiowo> Hill
from the shoulders of President
Johnson. Since that tim e, h o has
devoted himself largely to raising
funds for tho collogo buildings and
endowments , and , as a result ,
spends much of his tim o away from
Watorvillo. ,
. Trying t o uncover some interestin g material concerning his work ,
'wo were . . constantl y thwarted , as ho
would recall some incident and then
brauoh off int o a d et ail ed character

E. ALLAN LIGHTNER
anal ysis of tho individuals concerned , seemingly trying to convince us
6f tho fundamental goodness, prodominant in thdT people around us.
As a result , wo ended up with mora
mat erial on three or four other mon
than wo could discover about Mi'.
1
Lightner himsolf.
Wo did discover ono anecdote' that
Roomod rather amusing in tho light
of Mr. Ligbtnor ''s quest lor thousands , howovor, Tit Booms that ho
found himself looking up two ohlorly
spinsters (who resided in one of
the more fashionable summor resorts
(Continu ed on Pago Five)
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LIGHTNER
(Continued from Page Four)
on the Maine coast) in order to ask
thern if they were interested in contributing to a worthy cause, namely
that of Colby College. HumOr had it"
that these gals were very well off ,
and Mr. Lightner approached their
residence with ,high hopes. The man„,,, .. ,^n ,
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sion was surrounded by a high fence
and ."Beware of Vicious Dog" signe
were liberally scattered throughout
the border of the estate j but , mustering • up courage, he made a dash
for the door and was received by a
butler M full regalia. He "was ushered through the establishment onto a
veranda overlooking the ocean, and ,
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Can you "take it" 6 days a week? For 52 weeks? Can
you meet the high standards required to be an Aviation Cadet? If you can—then here's a man-size opportunity I An opportunity to serve your country and
build a personal career that will fit you for responsible
positions both in military and commercial aviation.

'

.

pretty much up in the 6louds having persuaded so wealthy a person
to contribute to the college fund. A
moment later '¦ she reappeared ,
walked up to him, and made her
contribution- of one dollar ; following
this he was escorted to the door
by one of the several footmen in her
employ.
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in due course, one of the spinsters
appeared. She acknowledged that she
had heard of Colby 's plans t o build
a new campus, and she thought that
it was about time for her to niake
a donation to this cause. She disappeared into ftie archives for a
minute, presumably to get her
checkbook , and Mr . Lightner was

It won't be easy! Training discipline for Aviation
Cadets is rigid. You'll work hard, study hard ,play
hard-especially for the first few weeks/ But when it's '
over,you'll be a pro-with a career ahead of you that
will take you as far as you want to go. You graduate
as a 2nd Lieutenant in the Air Force, with pay of
$5,300,00 a year. And this is only the beginning—
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your opportunities for advancement are unlimited,
_ g
R YOU ELIGIBLE 9 To <lualify as an Aviat ion Cadet y m must have com"
'
Pleted at least two >ears of college. This is a minimum
requirement-it's best if you stay in school and graduate. In addition, you must be between 19 and 26V5
years> unmairied> . and in good physical conditioii.
^
Y O U CAN CHOOSE BETWEEN

y

"

PIL O T OR AIRCRAFT OBSERVER

If you choose to be an Aircraft Observer, your training will be in Navigation, Bombardment, Radar
Operation or Aircraft Performance Engineering.

New Aviation Cadet Trainin g Classes Begin Ever / Few Weeks !
HERE'S WHAT TO DO:
3. Next, you will be given a written and manual apti1. Take a transcript of your college credits and a copy
of your birth certificate tof your nearest Air Force
tude test.
_ pass „_ , . , „ , ., . x
Station.
Fill
application
out the x t
Base
or Recruiting
•«
- Tr
&
.
4.
If you nnnn
your physical and other tests, you will
.tney.give
you.
be scheduled for an Aviation Cadet Training Class.
The Selective Service Act allows you a four-month
2. If application is accepted, the Air Force will arrange '
for you to take a physical examination
deferment while waiting class assignment.

Wll 6t6 tO g et InOt e detdllS:

Visif your nearest Air Force Base or Air Force Recruiting Officer.

Recalling the incident, Mr . Lightner informed us that his thanks for
this donation generally followed the
same pattern as the one used for
$50,000 contributions.
Among his other duties , Mr.
Lightner- is the Assistant to the
Chairman of the Lovejoy Memorial
Committee , an organization designed
to promote the proposed Lovejoy
Social Science ' Memorial Building
at Colby to me used jointly as a
shrine to the freedom of the press.
To date, 250 newspapers throughout
the country have contributed over
$100,000 towards the $500,000 needed to construct this much-needed ,
twenty-second building on the Hill.
•Mr. Lightner's first love is Colby
and all it stands for , and it has been
said that one oi the main reason s
for his success is his enthusiasm
for his job. He states that "no
salesman in the United States has
a finer product to sell — namely,
the merit of Mayfl ower Hill. In my
mind , Colby represents the finest
investment one can make to the
cause of higher education. "
It seems that his main task at
Colby is to present the Mayflower
Hill story to non-alumni and he
has personally called on thousands
who fall into this large category
from Maine to Florida and Washington to California. The response
that he has stimulated is responsible
for many features of the Colby physical accomplishment.
„
On June 11, 1951, Mr. Lightner
was presented with an honorary AM
degree from ColbjT with citation as
follows :
"Apostle for Colby and writer of
epistles on her behalf , tireless traveler, undaunted seeker, bearer of
good will and constant messenger
ol cheer, having sung first bass for
the Oberlin Glee Club, and played,
second base for the Oberlin team ,
you have now rounded third base
for Colby and are received with
hearty and appreciativ e applause athome . . . " .. .
>,
Although this would seem to indicate that Mr. Lightner has attained his goal , and could relax; into
quiet surroundings , he assured us
that .he fully intends to continue his
work on behalf of the college with
full vigor , for he commented that
his job has one or more thrills every
day.
* '
As we were leaving his office , Mr.
Lightner remarked that he is married and has three boys , which indicates that the basepaths may be
full for some time to come.

P U B L I C WATC H ES
(Continued from Page Four)
will there's a way. Such knowledge
(or would wisdom be the bel/ter
word?) is not necessarily the possession of'every expert who has specialized in some narrow field. It is
typical of the broader brand of
"know-how " whi ch "the whole
man " acqquires — in pursuit of the
liberal arts.
, "It is our highest ambition ," say s
President Bixler, "to provide Colby
with a cur r iculum that shall mat ch
in dignity and usefulness its beautiful campus. "
Begging Dr. Bixl er 's pardon , we
would venture a guess that Colby
for years past has boon offering just
such ii curriculum, The new plant
on May flower Hill in its olf b ears
eloquent testimony to that curriculum 's w orth , in the hearts of all
of Colby 's graduates and friends.
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OR WR ITE, TO: AVIATION CADET HEADQUA RTERS , U. S. AIR FORCE, WASHINGTON 25 , D. C.

150-108 MAIN STREET
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Gives tho Colby Student

SHOE REPAIRING AND DYING

Quality Sorvico
Ono D ay Sorvico
For Yoiilr Convenience WIM Deliver

Open vs. Bates'
Frosh Trackmeii

MULE KICKS
BY HERB ADAMS

Here 's a question, lads . . . . Is track on its> way out at Colby ?
Don't be too hasty with your answer, because from where I sit ,
'
there is a definite problem.
,
There is a school of athletic thought which emphasizes "A team
is as good as its coach". To a certain limit this is-a truism, but considered that in collegiate athletics, coaches just aren't permitted 'to
compete. So, regardless of Andy Tryens' ability, his interest , and
his willingness, no one should expect him to field the winning team
he desires to field unless he has the man power, the individual trackmen arid more than a trifle of enthusiasm from this college of ours.
Right now he can't even locate an underclassman for one of the
three open manager positions.
It was about two years ago that Colby had a trio of fine runners.
Roger Montgomery and Jim Conaway were a brace of the fastest
dashmen ever to run in Colby togs. And we also had a great middle
distance man in Seymour Bibula. It appeared then as if the cinder
sport was on its way to greater popularity on the hill. But somewhere along the line something happened. Those men left us, and
so did the hope for track recognition . . . or so it does seem.
There is no doubt in my mind that Coach Tryens is a man who
knows his stuff. There is no doubt either, that he needs support.
He's got some, like that of Captain Whitey Johnson, who recognizes
the value of track and field events in the promotion of physical education. Unless he gets more, Colby will soon be one step closer to a
"one sport college". And he needs more than cheers, he needs managers, dashmen, distance men, weight men and hurdlers. If he gets
them, we can and should win the state meet.
But with the bitter comes the sweet and the sweetest seems to be
the news of the baseball squad. The southern trip was a banging success. Somewhere on this page should be a shortstop's view of the six
game schedule. He knows the whole story, he was there. A five and
one record is worth reading about, so locate that scoop.
The other bit of good news comes from the "Waterville Country
Club, where what looks like a low scoring golf team is swiftly talcing
shape. Phil Kilmister is expected to lead the Colby threat this season. A brother to former Colby linksman, Kilmister shoots'a sound
long game and has looked very impressive on the greens so far this
damp spring. Bob Carr will captain the squad that may be the best
in recent Blue and Gray history. And if women were permitted to
play on the varsity (they're not) Midge Pierce would make a helpful
addition.
Golf seems to be making headlines on a national level right about
now. Could it be because our President prefers the fairway to the
diamond? Or because a mighty little man named Hogan keeps the
human side of championship golf before the smiling faces of all
those that know he's still competing?
,
Still in golf , a reliable source reports that the Babe's sickness is
not and never was declared malignant. Whatever it is; I'll go along
with those that call Mrs. Zaharias the greatest woman athlete in
American history, and if she ends her playing career , I'll listen to
her lecture any time.
y
Now go back and read the first paragraph again.
' .

"With more people out for freshman track than ever before, we
should have plenty of material for a
successful season," stated Track
Coach Andy Tryens as he looked over
a list of freshmen candidates. The
freshmen have started training for
their first track meet which is to be
held Saturday against Bates.
According to Tryens , the following
candidates have looked promising
in the events : in the dashes, George
Petrikas ; in the high jump, Justin
Cross and Don Vollm'e r; in' the sliot
put, Andy Jolison and Boh Zollinger ; discus , Harry Wey and Dave
Dunn ; and half mile, Bill Little and
Paul Downing.
The full freshman track team , according to event includes :
100 yard dash : George Petrikas ,
Norman Dare, Don Kuppersmith. "
220 : Petrikas, Dare and TKuppersmith.
440 : George Jenkins; Art Goyette, Dick Davis, John Na ssi, Bob

Sires.

880 : Bill Little, "Paul Downing.
Mile and 2 Mile :-Bob Savage and
¦
Tony Peir.
High and Low Hurdles : Justin
Cross , Don Villmer.
High Jump : Justin Cross , Don
Vollmer.
Broad Jump : Paul Downing, Bob
iStranatban, George - Petrikas , Don
Kuppersmith.
'

W. A. A. News
The Spring sports season , beginning on Thursday, . April 23, will
include tennis , archery, softball and
golf. There will be tournaments in
the first three of these sports. All
girls interested should sign up if
they have not already done so.
Special dates for May : May 9—
Play Day at Maine ; May 15 —
Mary Harwick Tennis Clinic ; May
25 — WAA Field Day.
Approximately 60 girls are participating in a. swimming program
at the Boys ' Club under the direction of Miss Martin , assisted by
Mary Devan and Jean Cressy. An
inter-class meet will be held on Wednesday, April 29, from 7-9 p.m.
This will bo the firs t swimming meet
of its kind to be held at Colby.
S
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Independent

Here it is the spring semester and
the Black Lock has emerged as the
leading Fascist organization on cam' ,
,
P«s v
.
. f
A few vague observations to fill
this space will now be presented.
The Independent Supper Club has

at Reasonable Prices
We.JDeliver
Maplehurst
Greenhouses

Tel. 1576

L

Member F.T.D.
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Sensational NewAdvance
in Golf Clubs _
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Flowers For Every Occasion
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JEWELERS

been formed. No one knows what it
is or what night it .meets on,- but
every night at 5 :30 we all think of
Herb Adams and solemnly ,bow 'our
heads in a moment of silent prayer
for the fifth wheel on the wagon.
Dave Rudd' s manly physique
which was somehow overlooked at
Sadie's dance is receiving close observati6n from the U. S. Army
and all speed cops between here and
Long Island.
Bob Hargrave, Boy Firecracker ,
threatens to replace the guided missile as the ultra-modern form of warfare . A quote from Mr. Hargrave ,
"I ain 't never lit one on.campus".
Ted Summers has accepted a position as head of the German department at the Sorbonne. Ted replaces
5 Germans and a Chinese German.
. Gil Keay, Cherry Blossom King,
First Lieutenant in the Royal Mongolian Lancers and President of the
Independent. Society of Boy Bird
Watchers, is a junior here at Colby.
He is not a student at Waterville
High School. He's the mascot down
r
there .
John Davis has given up wrecking
things by hand. He is buying his own
sledgehammer and hiring a wrecking
crew.
Ernie Flick almost got something
Saturday night, of -course , on the
other hand, something almost got
Ernie Flick the same ni ght. Somethi ng did get Grant.
Thanx Much to everyone for
Smoke Rings but especially .to Sue
Smith. Everyone did a little , some
did more , but Sue did most.
Next week we mention everyone's
name.
Aren't you sorry you read this?
Think of me: I wrote it.

I

BEAUTY PARLOR

Tel' B8 °

(Gontinued from Page Three)
campus. The Tau Delt pledges. Aft er
working for hours the brothers finally freed me just so I could write
this article. First the phone booth
door had to be pried open and then
the ropes had to be cut. Anyway,
we'd like to welcome these fugitives
from sanity. They are Dick Abedon ,
Frank Huntress, Don Dupersmith,
Roger Landay, Pete Thunder , Bob
Raymond, Rob Rhodes , George Rudolph , Dave Slater , Ronny Weber ,
and last and certainly not least
Daniel "RUNTY" Yarchih . A game
of softball was played between the
brothers and pledges and due to
circumstances beyond their control ,
the. pledges lost. All the brothers
are anxiously awaiting the prize ,
all four eases of it. Brother Rothenberg has a new addition to the family, and so does Frank Dunn . I guess
you can call is a car that Alphy has.
The Tau soft ball team is shaping
up well under the able , coaching of
brothers Grodberg, Benson , and
Yorks. Brothers Dinnerman and
Rothenberg will be seen on the
mound most of the games. We'd like
to welcome our new , house mother,
Mrs. Hague. We hope her stay with
us will be a happy one. Mrs. Hague
is a graduate from Colby and was
a Tri-Delt here. Pictures were taken
of the brothers and pledges Rhodes
and Rudolph took lovely group pictures.
A word to the wise is sufficient.
Due to pledging ovei' here,- we would
advise everyone to keep their rooms
locked , their cars locked, and all
girls who have to go out after dark
should carry a revolver.
Congratulations to Estelle and
Paul.
More next week.
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BARBER SHOP

•

Your Headquarters for Quality Jewelry and Sterling
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HOUS EWARES

SUFFO LK UNIVE RSITY
LAW SCHOOL
Founded

1 906

CO-EDUCATIONAL

A NNOUNCES that the fall semester will open on
Monday, September 21, 1953.
Applicants who have " successfully completed three
years of college work, leading to an academic degree, " arc eligible to enter three year day course or four year
evening course.
7'
Day Division Classes arc hold from 9:00 A.M. to
4:00 P.M. on Mondays through Fridays.
Evening Division Classes are held on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays from 6 :00 to 8 :50 P.M.
Catalogue, containing full information concerning ,
tuition, curriculum , courses offered and requirements
for the bachelor of laws degree , will bfe m ailed on
request.
Address, Suffolk University Law School, 20 Dehic
Street , Boston 14', Mass., Beacon Hill , opposite State
House. Telephone CA 7-1040.
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contact f eel...ama zing . J H |
ease of shot control
mm

. „ They will do more to save you strokes than
any clubs you ever p layed.
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Using an entirely new and exclusive scientific
'
''
formula, Spalding creates these clubs with
of
gravity
centers
in absolutely coordinated sequence. Every
y
ever
iron
,
wood
, has identical contact feel .. . gives you7
amazing ease of shot control!
.. .
. You malco tough shots look easy. Your timing is uniform!
You get the ball away straighter. You shoot lor the pin in• stead of the green. You get lower scores, consistently.
So© your Spald lno don lor or golf professional.
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For Spring Tour

Now that the basketball season is
over the scene has changed tp a new
phase of intra-mural sports — volley
ball. This volleyball league has
probably aroused more interest than
basketball because now for the first
time the pledges are" eligible to
play for their respective fraternities.
Early results show that1 the ATO' s
are leading the league with a record
of four wins and no losses. These
four wins came over the DKE's,
Zetes, DU's, and Tau Delts. In
second place are the LOA's who are
also undefeated in the- two . games
that they have played. Their victories came over the Independents
and the KDR's. In third place are
the Zetes with a three and one record . The Zetes beat the Tau Delts ,
the Phi Delts and the KDR 's, while
losing to the ATO's. In the next
place are the DKE's with a 2 and
1 record. The DKE's lost to the
ATO's while beating the KDR's and
Phi . Delts. The Phi Delts are in
5th place .with a record of two wins,
over the Indies and DU' s, and two
losses, Zetes and DKE's. The Tau
Delts and Independents are tied
for the next two places with records
of 1 and 2 respectively. The Tau
Delts beat the DU' s and the KDR' s
after losing to the Phi Delts and
the LCA's. In the last two places
the DU's and the KDR's, who
have records- of 0 and 3 and 0 and 4.

'

W ith a neat 5-1 record for their
spring southern invasion , the Colby
baseballers started the 1953 season.
In the first outing, a game but
bewildered Georgetown University
fell beneath a last' minute onslaught
by the Mules, 10-3. Going into the
last few frames of the. contest , the
game .seemed tucked safely in
Georgetown's grasp on the strength
or a 3-0 lead. Then Colby started
running and with a few timely hits ,
one a triple off the bat of Don Lake,
the Roundymen crossed the platter
ten times for a substantial vieto^.
¦The following day Navy stunned
the Blue and Gray squad with a
rousing 10-2 victory. About the only
thing Colby did right in this game
was to show up on time. The midshipmen scored six of their runs in
one inning on some very scratchy
hits and several mental and-physical
miscues by the Colbyites.
After the setback by Annapolis ,
however , the Mayflower Hill aggregation roared over a Boiling Air
Force Base team twice, and racked
up wins over Towson State Teachers
College and Upsala College of East
Orange , New Jersey . -The Men from
Maine also had a lopsided lead over
American University in a contest
called at the end .of the third inning
because of rain.

Leaders at- the plate for the tour
were Bill Fitzgibbon and Don Lake.
L Bill had eight hits in twenty apATO
4
0 pearances at
the plate for a booming
LCA
2
0 .400 BA. Don had a .347 BA and
Zetes
3
1 several of his hits were for
extra
DKE
2
1 bases.
Phi Delt
2
2
The pitching was divided among
Tau Delt
1
2
Ho Nagle, Otto Eddy, Mac Andrews ,
Indies
1
2
Bill Wing, Stan Doughty and Dick
DU
0
3 Hawes. Each of these boys worked
KDR
0
4 hard and their fast
improvement
seems to indicate that they will give
many ballclubs considerable trouble.
The team as a whole seems to be
much stronger than that of last
There will be a Student Govern- season, and their base stealing abilment election on Friday and Satur- ity is uncanny. If their hustle conday, May 1 and 2. Petitions must tinues into the state series , those
be turned in to Chase LasbUry by who know are looking for a comfort-:
Monday, April 27.
ably satisfactory season.
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Jobs wiih a future
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HANGOUT
2
l^*^ The new Hangout officers

£t

Katharine Gibbs .((/a f J Wry \

Lr "*__i JbU^V A f\
NEW YORK 17, 230 Park Avenue
BOSTON 16, 90 MarlborouBh Street
/J
&
PROVIDENCE 6. 155 Ansoll Street
CHICAGO 11. 51 E. Superior Slroot
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MONTCUUIl. N. J., 33 Plymouth Street
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HEY!
GALS and

GUYS

Oil Filter Service
Minor Repairs
Muffler Service
Tune Up
, and a chan ge to
The "World' s Finest Motor Oil"
; See or Call Cookie at
*

COOK'S GULF SERVICE

Across from Ra dio Station
Phone 83066
¦DowM ght ' ^Jfriendly" Service Our Motto
i'

_______ ._«i.M__-_ i««» "«M« ""w""i"W"^^

elected
last Wednesday were as follows :
Judy Jonlrins , chairman ; Jane Stanford , recording secretary ; Bunny
Guernsey, corresponding secretary.
Congr atulations to all. ,
The Greenwich Village Dance is
this weekend , on Saturday ni ght in
the Women's Union. "With its original theme tlie dance is always a
success. Bev Aitfman is in charge
of publicity, Goose MoRoy in charge
of refreshments.
• Hangout is open 'every Sunday,
all day.
'
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tarial training to get the right job and assure quick
promotion.
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Special Course for College Women. Five-school "per- JLiL¦) / ^\ y^ Ml
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service.
Write
College
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Girls at Work."
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Lubrication
Wash ing
Tire Service
Road ' Service
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Lively Arrow Sp orts Shirts
Add "local Color" To Camp us
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Phon e 343
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SPIKE'S RADI O
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To and From The Campus
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Whore Quality, Sorvico >
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OPEN DAY and N IGHT
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Look fo r a highly-colored; style picture this season —
thanks to the new crop of Arrow sports shirts. Smart
solids in rayon gabardine, checks and plaids in "Sanforized" cotton and other fabrics, will be seen on campus
from coast to., coast. Available at all Arrow dealers.
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- SHIRTS • TIES • UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • SPORTS SHIRTS -

Indies fteo r ganize
Approximately thirty Independent
men met last Tuesday evening for
the purpose of discussing and reorganizing their governmental structure. Up until that time the nonfraternity members were governed
by a President and the Independent

f^jp igl^
ssy2 Main St.
i
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Waterville

;

"Good Shoes for
College Men and Women "

i

GALLERT
SHOE STORE

!
i
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51 Main Street
Waterville

BIXLER AWARDS
(Continued from Page One)
precept and example that the literary man must occupy a watch-tower
instead of a tower of ivory and must
summon citizen s of every calling to
the struggle against the forces that
would make, modern man obsolete.
Guy George Gabrielson (Doctor of
Laws, Honoris Causa). Graduate of
the University of Iowa and the Harvard Law School ; for many years a
Council of ei ght members. That old
system was unanimously voted out
and a new scheme developed.
Under the new Order of Organized
Independents , there will be only one
leader ,, or chairman , to p:*eside at
meetings and to coordinate activities. The first Chairman to be elected
under this new " system was Herb
Adams , class of '54.
Although the 0, 0. I.'s are definitely not a fraternity, in the collegiate sense of the word , they will
compose an active nucleus of men
who desire to remain Independent
and maintain a unified purpose.
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Tuesday, Wednesday
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Cornel Wild e in

Under same management as

\

[

Augusta
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The New
PURITAN
RESTAURANT

|

Sunday, Monday
Randolph'Scott in
"MAN IN THE SADDLE"
Also
"BOOTS MALONE"

"CALIFOR NIA CONQUEST"
7
Plus
'
"C RIPPLE CREEK"

|

The Blain e

|
Waterville
All Electric 'Cooking
|
i
. Our Kitchen is open for
| '
Inspection at all times

\\

Monday, April 27
7
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After making these awards, President Bixler himself was presented
with an award — a tooled leather
desk set given to him, at the beginning of his second decade as President of colby College,by a Student
Government representative of the
whole student body to express its
honor and admiration of him.
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LE V I N E ' S
COOL SPRI NG AND SUMMER
CAMP US STYLE FOOTWEAR
by

.

"TH1CKIES"
CANVAS TOPS

CREPE SOLES

$4.95
M aroon

*

Green
N avy
Brown
Natura l
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Starts Sunday, Ap ril 19
Bob Hope
Mickey -Roonev
Marilyn Maxwell
"OFF LIMITS"

Wed., Thurs., April 22 - 23
Audie Murphy
Susan Cabot
"GUNSMOKE" *
In Technicolor
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"SOMBRERO"
in..Technicolor
Eicardo Montalban
Pier Angeli
Gyd Cliarisse
Yvonne deCarlo ¦

Ludy '21

STARTS WEDNESDAY
"TRADER HORN"
"SEQUOIA"
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member of the Committee on Awards
of the John Simon Guggenheim
Fundation, author of notable books
editor of the Journal of Ideas and
of the American Scholar
you have
successfully resisted the lure of high
administrative office that you may
richly live, boldly write, and gladly
teach.

J

Saturday, Ap ril 25
; ON STAGE — IN PERSON
TREATON HULL AN D HIS
TE XAS RANGERS '

'

!

practicing attorney ; president and
director of the Nicolet Asbestos
Mines, and a director of other manufacturing corporations ; trustee of
Colby College and generous sponsor
of the annual series of Gabrielson
Lectu res on government ; recently
chairman of the Republican National
Committee —¦ you have borne valient witness to the part which leaders in business and industry must
take in public life if the values of
a free society are to be maintained.
Theodore Meyer Greene (Doctor of
Letters, Honoris Causa) . Born in
the ancient city of Constantinople,
educated at Amherst ' and Edinburgh , YMCA secretary m Mesopotamia , teacher in India and at four
great universities in the United
States and now a member of the distinguished Faculty of Philosophy at
Yale , you are truly a world citizen .
Recognized alike for your discriminating knowledge of the arts , your
scholarly background in philosophy,
and your appreciative interpretation
of the theology which led to the
founding of this ' college and others
of its type, you have matched your
learning with simplicity and ' have
shown that humility rather than hybris is the mark of the educated
man.
Marjorie Hope Nicolson (Doctor of
Humane Letters, Honoris Causa).
Graduate of the University of Michigan and Yale, formerly member of
the faculty of Smith College and its
respected Dean , for the past twelve
years a member of the Graduate
Faculty of English at Columbia University, j ) resident and senator of' the
United Chapters of Phi Beta Kappa ,
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More People Smoke GAMELS +han gny othercf gweHe

